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Compiled by a practicing architect and gerontologist, The Complete Guide to Alzheimer's-Proofing
YOUR HOUSE shows you how to create a real estate environment that will help cope with the countless
difficulties associated with Alzheimer's. Section Two provides detailed set of potential problems related to
Alzheimer's and useful information on how to cope with those problems in the home setting. Section One
deals with interior and exterior spaces individually, providing key information on how to ensure that the
Alzheimer's individual will end up being safe and secure. This unique book is divided into two sections to
supply probably the most thorough coverage available.
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 I really happy to have this reserve as a reference for me to greatly help my clients. This is a big but really
useful book. And a thorough index in the trunk, so you have another way of finding the particular issue
you are trying to solve. I simply changed some of our furniture to create it safer (eg. we'd glass coffee
tables) and am pleased I did so this while my husband is still well enough to absorb the change easily.
Many things I need, like locks, home window guards, door alarms, I get from baby-proof
shops/departments as this may often be the best value; moreover, many of the baby-proof issues are an
easy task to remove (like locks on fridges), I assume because there's an assumption that the child will
grow up which means you won't want the baby-proofing forever. fantastic resource book for ideas and
where to get products This is an excellent resource book - it has several of my favorite things a good
resource book has to have. New products and technology make many solutions obsolete. This book was
excellent for ideas for proofing a home as apposed to an institution. It can be hard to learn any book like
this as it brings house another side of the influence that Alzheimers could have, but worth reading before
you will need to change things instead of waiting for a major accident. Four Stars Have got not had the
opportunity to go through it. Also recommended conversations for diversion/redirection are in
sidebars.Very useful book, don't wait to read it. Full of very practical suggestions This book is filled with
practical suggestions, for instance, leaving the light on in the bathroom and nowhere else at night, to
suggest to the person with Alzheimer's where he/she might want to go. I depend on this book for ideas!
The way the chapters are arranged makes it simple to read cover-to-cover, or to research topics on an as-
needed basis. I specifically appreciate the facts regarding what sort of person's brain might be likely to
perceive, organize, and retrieve info in a different way throughout disease progression. Which has helped
me to believe proactively about methods to help my cherished one. Five Stars In almost perfect condition.
It's jammed full of ideas. It has worked well for us. But the topic is just what I want for information. This
Old Book Dated material. Book ought to be de-circulated and or destroyed. Great issue solving ideas for
in the home alzheimer's caution, you never considered before but question why you didn't. At least the
written date ought to be noted. Great for concepts for proofing person homes! A fantastic desk of
contents, where under each chaper is outlined all the ideas contained. I would recommend it for house
caregiver. Alzheimer's The book I received has a blue cover. The publication I received had great
suggestions and references of businesses and companies, which will help you have the results you need
for your beloved. Comprehensive and clear resource I wish I didn't require a resource like this, but having
said that, this book provides a lot of very useful information. In the publication there are sidebars on each
page that show the names of companies that offer the products they talk about on that page (there's a list
in back of book showing address and phone number of each business). Very useful for anyone coping
with Alzheimer's, and attempting to plan for the near future.
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